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Review of Employees are the source of some of their employer’s most valuable intangible
Insolvency assets, that is, intellectual property assets. In this context, it is paramount for
Legislation . . . . . . . . . . 6 businesses to ensure that they own the intellectual property assets generated by

their employees. In Canada, the rules that apply to employer-employee
Practice Directions 6

relationships vary greatly between copyright, patents and industrial designs. Any

business having employees in Canada should be aware of these unique rules
Recent Cases and, to avoid any uncertainty, put in place contracts including the appropriate

clauses pertaining to the transfer of intellectual property rights.Assignees Entitled
To Rescind
Franchise Copyright
Agreement . . . . . . . . . . 7

While copyright is often mistakenly perceived as being limited to “artistic”
Sole Officer and works, such as paintings, music and film, copyright protection can extend to a

much broader scope of works which can be extremely valuable for businesses,Director Entitled to
including logos, catalogs, software source code, the content of websites, graphicPayment . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
user interfaces, architectural works, etc.

Proposed Class
In Canada, the general rule is that the author is the first owner of the copyrightProceedings Denied
in his work. However, section 13(3) of the Copyright Act provides for anCertification . . . . . . . . 9
important exception: if the work is created in the course of employment under

a contract of service, and absent any agreement to the contrary, the employerAppellants Denied
will be the owner of the copyright in the work created by the employeeLeave To Sue
without the need for a formal assignment. Businesses should therefore beReceiver . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
mindful of the three conditions that must be met in order to trigger that

exception.

First, an employment relationship in the form of a contract of services (as

opposed to a contract for services) is required between the employer and
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author. A more “traditional” employer-employee relationship with the author will usually indicate that the latter is

bound by a contract of services required by section 13(3). On the other hand, courts will conclude the existence of a

contract for services, which does not meet the requirement of section 13(3), where the author’s status is more akin to

that of an independent consultant.

Second, the author must have created the work during the course of his employment. This is relatively straightforward

to assess and, while the courts will consider various factors, one must essentially determine whether the work was

created under the employer’s instructions and using its resources (e.g. equipment, confidential information, etc.) or

during the author’s own free time by using his own resources. It is important to note that even if a work is created

during the author’s free time and at his own initiative, ownership of copyright in the work could still vest in the

employer if it was part of the employee’s duties to use his creative skills to create that type of work for the benefit of

his employer.

Third, there must be no agreement providing that the employee retains ownership of copyright in the works created in

the course of his employment. Unlike assignments, which under Canadian copyright law must be in writing, such an

“agreement to the contrary” does not need to be in writing and in certain circumstances could even be presumed, such

as in the academic context where professors will usually retain ownership of the copyright in their work despite their

employment relationship.

A final concern relates to the author’s moral rights, which is an important yet somewhat unique consideration in

Canada. Moral rights include the author’s right to maintain the integrity of the work and the right to be cited as its

author. Even if the employer is to be the owner of the copyright in its employee’s work pursuant to the employment

exception or by contract, the author’s moral rights in his work cannot be assigned and would not automatically be

waived such that it is preferable for an employment contract to provide for such a waiver.

Patents

Unlike the Copyright Act, the Patent Act does not include specific provisions addressing the ownership of patent rights

in inventions made during the course of employment. The applicable principles were therefore developed by the courts

and the general rule is essentially the opposite of that applicable to copyright. The employee will, as a general rule,

retain ownership of the patent rights in his inventions. The employer can nevertheless benefit from two exceptions to

that rule: the employer will be entitled to the patent rights in the invention of an employee if the employer has an

express agreement to that effect with the employee, or if the employee was “hired to invent”.

In order to determine if an employee was “hired to invent”, the Federal Court will consider eight factors, namely

whether:

● the employee was hired expressly for the purpose of inventing;

● the employee had previously made inventions;

● the employer put in place incentive plans to encourage inventions;

● the conduct of the employee following the invention’s creation suggests that the employer is the owner;

● the invention is the product of the employee being instructed to solve a specific problem;

● the employee sought help from the employer in the making of the invention;

● the employee was dealing with confidential information; and

● it was a term of the employee’s employment that he could not use, to his advantage, ideas which he developed.

On the other hand, provincial courts, who also have jurisdiction over patent ownership cases, will not always apply the

above factors and will instead follow the more general approach of determining what the employee was hired to do

and whether the invention was created while performing that task, in which case the patent rights in the invention will

belong to the employer.

Given the uncertainty that is inherent to applying these different and evolving factors arising from case law, there is a
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strong incentive for employers to enter into a formal agreement with their employees providing that all their inventions

will belong to the employer, regardless of whether or not they were hired to invent. This approach not only clarifies the

situation of employees directly or indirectly working in research and development, but will also ensure that the

employer owns the rights in inventions that could eventually, and sometimes unexpectedly, originate from other

employees.

Industrial Designs

Much like the Copyright Act, section 12(1) of Canada’s Industrial Design Act includes a specific provision providing that

the first owner of a design is its author, unless the design was executed for another in exchange for good and valuable

consideration, in which case that person becomes the first owner. It should be noted that unlike the Copyright Act, the

Industrial Design Act does not specifically require an employment relationship for this exception to apply.

Given that very few industrial design cases are litigated in Canada, there is only limited case law on this issue and the

few relevant cases are somewhat dated. Nevertheless, jurisprudence suggests that an employee’s salary will qualify as

good and valuable consideration such that industrial designs developed in the course of employment will be owned by

the employer. It remains unclear whether the creation of industrial designs needs to be part of the employee’s duties

for this rule to apply (i.e. whether the salary has to be linked to the creation of the design for it to qualify as good and

valuable consideration). This rule applies equally to employees and freelancers, but as with other types of intellectual

property, a formal agreement that industrial designs developed by the employee are owned by the employer is

recommended to avoid uncertainty.

Conclusion

Considering that these rules vary greatly based on the type of intellectual property right involved, the fact that the

tests are often imprecise and can give rise to protracted debates (e.g.: “hired to invent” what exactly? where does the

course of employment begin and end?) and that in some fields of activities the same employees can create different

types of intellectual property assets, it is in the interest of businesses having employees in Canada to have a formal

written agreement with their employees.

The exact content and form of such an agreement will depend on the specific circumstances of each case, but will

usually provide that the business, as employer, owns the rights in any work, invention or design created by its Canadian

employees, that said employees will cooperate with the employer to protect or register those rights, and that the

employees waive their moral rights in their works, if applicable.

For further information, please contact a member of our firm’s IP Management & Strategic Counselling group.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Federal

Trademarks, Money Laundering, and Bankruptcy

On June 19, 2014, the Economic Action Plan 2014 Act, No. 1, SC 2014, c. 20 (the “Act” and formerly Bill C-31),

received royal assent. Among other things, the Act amends the Trade-marks Act, RSC 1985, c. T-13 (the “TMAct”), to

make it consistent with the Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks and to provide for regulations to carry into

effect the Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks.

Among other things, the Act:

● repeals the definitions of “distinguishing guise”, “proposed trade-mark”, “representative for service”, and “wares”;

● amends the definitions of “certification mark” and “trade-mark”;

● adds definitions for “Nice Classification” and “sign”;

● simplifies the requirements related to an application for the registration of a trademark;
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● reduces the term of registration to 10 years (from 15);

● adopts the classification system established by the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of

Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks; and

● changes the name of the TMAct to eliminate the hyphen.

The Act also extends the application of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, SC 2000,

c. 17, to foreign money services businesses that: (a) are engaged in the business of providing specified services directed

at persons or entities in Canada; and (b) provide those services to customers in Canada. In addition, the Act applies to

those dealing in virtual currencies and specified types of gaming enterprises.

The Act also amends the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c. B3, to provide that an order of discharge would

not release the bankrupt from a debt or obligation in respect of a loan made under the proposed Apprentice Loans Act

under conditions similar to those that apply to the Canada Student Loans Act and Canada Student Financial Assistance

Act.

The Act comes into force on various dates and was more fully discussed in the April 2014 edition of the Commercial

Times.

Digital Privacy

On June 17, 2014, Bill S-4, the Digital Privacy Act (the “Bill”), received first reading in the Commons. The Bill would

amend the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000, c. 5, to, among other things:

● add definitions for “breach of security safeguards” and “business transaction”;

● set out that consent is valid only where it is reasonable to expect that an individual would understand the nature,

purpose, and consequences of the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information to which the person is

consenting;

● provide for the disclosure of personal information without consent where obtaining consent would compromise an

investigation and the disclosure is made to another organization for the purpose of investigating breach of an

agreement or law or for the purpose of detecting, suppressing, or preventing fraud;

● provide for the use and disclosure of personal information without consent in relation to a proposed business

transaction (other than one where the primary purpose is the purchase, sale, etc. of personal information), as long as

specified safeguards are met (if the transaction is completed, one of the parties must notify the individual within a

reasonable period after the transaction is completed); and

● provide for the reporting to the Commissioner and notification to the individual of any breach of security safeguards

involving personal information if such breach creates a real risk of significant harm to an individual.

These amendments would come into force on various dates, and the Bill was discussed more fully in the April 2014

edition of the Commercial Times.

Anti-Spam

On May 28, 2014, the Regulations Amending the Electronic Commerce Protection Regulations (CRTC), SOR 2014/130

(the “Amending Regulations”), came into force. The Amending Regulations provide, among other things, that section 5

of the Electronic Commerce Protection Regulations (CRTC), SOR/2012-36 (the “Regulations”) will come into force on

the day that section 8 of An Act to promote the efficiency and adaptability of the Canadian economy by regulating

certain activities that discourage reliance on electronic means of carrying out commercial activities, and to amend the

Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission Act, the Competition Act, the Personal Information

Protection and Electronic Documents Act and the Telecommunications Act, SC 2010, c. 23, comes into force, which will

be January 15, 2015. Section 5 of the Regulations relates to obtaining written acknowledgements in respect of specified

functions of computer programs.
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Ontario

New Home Warranties

On July 1, 2014, Ontario Regulation 134/14 (the “Amending Regulation”) came into force.

The Amending Regulation amends the Terms and Conditions of Registration of Builders and Vendors, RRO 1990, Reg.

894 (the “Regulation”), by adding section 4.0.2, which provides that if there is a contract between a vendor or builder

and the Corporation (designated as Tarion Warranty Corporation in Designation of Corporation, O. Reg. 273/04) that

purports to limit the indemnity obligations of the vendor or the builder and that conflicts or is inconsistent with the

indemnity obligations of the vendor or the builder as set out in the Regulation, the Regulation prevails to the extent of

any conflict or inconsistency.

Consumer Protection (Tow and Storage and Repair and Storage Liens) 

On July 15, 2014, Bill 15, the Fighting Fraud and Reducing Automobile Insurance Rates Act, 2014 (the “Bill”) received

first reading.

The Bill would, among other things:

● add a new part (the “New Part”) to the Consumer Protection Act, 2002, SO 2002, c. 30, Schedule A (the “CPA”),

containing specific consumer protections in respect of tow and storage services;

● add provisions to the CPA regarding inspectors;

● add provisions to the CPA providing for the making of regulations related to the New Part;

● amend the Repair and Storage Liens Act, RSO 1990, c. R.25 (the “RSLA”), to provide that in the absence of an

agreement, the fair value of repair or storage would be determined in accordance with regulations; and

● amend the RSLA to provide that except as otherwise provided in the regulations, if the repair or storage includes tow

and storage services to which the New Part applies, no lien arises if there is a lack of compliance with the prescribed

provisions of New Part.

The Bill would come into effect on the day it receives royal assent, and the Schedules, which, among other things,

contain the provisions related to the CPA and RSLA referenced above, would come into force on a day to be named by

proclamation (the Bill provides that a proclamation may apply to one or more provisions).

Saskatchewan

Consumer Protection

On June 26, 2014, The Consumer Protection and Business Practices Regulations, RRS c. C-30.2, Reg. 1 (the

“Regulations”) were filed.

The Regulations repeal The Consumer Protection Regulations, 2007, and, among other things:

● set out specific provisions in respect of the service of documents required by The Consumer Protection and Business

Practices Act (the “Act”) or the Regulations;

● exempt from the application of Part II of the Act certain transactions (e.g., certain securities, insurance, mortgage,

and payday loans transactions);

● exempt from Division 2 of the Regulations specified types of contract regulated under other legislation;

● exempt from the application of the provisions of Division 2 of the Regulations related to future performance

contracts certain kinds of supply (such as in respect of perishable food and accommodation);

● set out information required to be contained in Internet sales, future performance, and remote contracts;

● set out disclosure requirements for Internet sales and remote contracts;

● require suppliers who enter into an Internet sales, future performance, or remote contract to provide a copy of the

contract to the consumer within 15 days after entering into the contract;
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● set out conditions for the cancellation of Internet sales, remote, and future performance contracts;

● set out specific rules regarding personal development services and travel club contracts, as well as prepaid purchase

cards; and

● provide for the forfeiture of bonds filed pursuant to the Act in a variety of circumstances (including conviction of an

offence under the Act or Regulations, conviction of an offence involving fraud, theft, or conspiracy to commit same,

or committing an act of bankruptcy).

The Regulations come into force when section 1 of The Consumer Protection and Business Practices Act comes into

force.

WORTH NOTING

Review of Insolvency Legislation

Industry Canada has published a discussion paper in respect of consumer and commercial insolvency issues as well as

administrative and technical matters associated with insolvency legislation. The paper notes that “the overarching

objectives of maximizing value, providing a balanced and equitable regime, and ensuring efficient and effective

processes will form a base for the policy discussion.” Please see https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cilp-pdci.nsf/vwapj/

Discussion_Paper_StatutoryReview-eng.pdf/$FILE/Discussion_Paper_StatutoryReview-eng.pdf for further information.

Practice Directions

On July 1, 2014, new Practice Directions for the Ontario Superior Court of Justice took effect, and previously issued

practice directions were revoked. Please see http://www.ontariocourts.ca/scj/practice/practice-directions/ to access the

new Practice Directions.

RECENT CASES

In Class Proceedings Against Auditors, Court Refused To Order Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario To Produce Certain Documentation 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice, June 10, 2014

Philip Services Corp. (“Philip”) was a public company involved in metal recovery and processing and environmental

services. The defendants, collectively referred to as “Deloitte”, conducted audits of Philip for 1995 and 1996 and issued

audit opinions. The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (“CIBC”) was the leader of a lending syndicate that loaned

Philip US$1.5 billion in 1997. Some of the members of the syndicate assigned the security given to them by Philip to

various assignees including High River Limited Partnership (“High River”). In early 1998, it was discovered that, due to

an accounting fraud perpetrated by the president of one of Philip’s operating divisions, Philip’s 1995 and 1996 financial

statements were materially misstated. CIBC alleged that it would not have made the loan to Philip had it known the

truth. As representative plaintiffs, CIBC and High River instituted class proceedings against Deloitte alleging, among

other things, negligence and negligent misrepresentation in Deloitte’s performance of the audits. Mr. Woodsford, the

Deloitte partner in charge of the Philip audits for 1995 and 1996, was found guilty by the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of Ontario (the “Institute”) on several charges relating to the Philip audit, including failing to properly plan

and supervise the audit. The plaintiffs moved for an order under rule 30.10 of the Rules of Civil Procedure that the

Institute, a non-party to the proceedings, be compelled to produce its documents respecting the investigation of

Mr. Woodsford and another audit partner. The Institute alleged that its documents were subject to a case-by-case

privilege.

The motion was dismissed. The plaintiffs had not satisfied the test for an order under rule 30.10 and the Institute’s

documents in this case were protected by a case-by-case privilege. Under rule 30.10, production of a document that is

in the possession of a non-party and is not privileged may be ordered if the document is relevant to a material issue
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and it would be unfair to require the moving party to proceed to trial without access to it. In this case, the Institute’s

information was derived information from an investigation of the events. While the Institute’s charges and reasons for

decision (which the plaintiffs had) would be relevant to the issue estoppel plea, the investigator’s report could not be

since it was only an opinion. It could not be said that it would be unfair to the plaintiffs to proceed without having

discovery of the Institute’s documents. In addition, while communications between the Institute and its members are

not categorically privileged, in this case, the four Wigmore criteria for privilege were met. The regulator gave assurances

in this case that the communications were confidential (although the Institute did not give an absolute assurance of

confidentiality) and confidentiality was essential for the maintenance of the relationship. It was in the public interest to

sedulously foster that relationship and impairing that relationship would be more injurious to the public interest than

the advantages to the court in terms of pursuit of truth and accuracy of adjudication.

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce v. Deloitte & Touche, 2014 CCLG ¶25-505

Assignees of Franchised Business Entitled To Rescind Franchise Agreement
Following Inadequate Disclosure by Franchisor 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice, June 6, 2014

The plaintiffs took an assignment of a franchised business of which the defendants were the franchisors. The plaintiffs

alleged that: (a) they were entitled, by way of disclosure, to receive formal documentation from the defendants upon

taking the assignment of the business; and (b) because no such disclosure was provided, they were entitled to rescind

the franchise agreement. They moved for partial summary judgment declaring that they were entitled to such

rescission under section 6(2) of the Arthur Wishart Act (Franchise Disclosure) 2000 (the “Act”). The defendants alleged

that: (a) because the plaintiffs bought the business from an existing franchisee rather than from them as the

franchisors, they were not entitled to disclosure; and (b) in any event, the documents received by the plaintiffs

constituted satisfactory disclosure, even if the disclosure was imperfect.

The motion was granted. Under section 5(7)(a)(iv) of the Act, the defendants were not required to make disclosure to

the plaintiffs unless they had done something more than merely approve the assignment transaction and receive a fee

set out in the existing franchise agreement or a fee that does not exceed the reasonable actual costs incurred by the

franchisor. However, the defendants in this case went beyond a mere passive role. They met with the plaintiffs three

times and required the plaintiffs to provide them with an acknowledgement that limited their ability to exercise their

rights, including their ability to bring statutory misrepresentation claims. The transaction was more than a simple

“franchisee to franchisee” transaction of the kind contemplated in section 5(7)(a)(iv), as the defendants were no longer

merely passively exercising their approval rights to the assignment transaction. They were, therefore, required to provide

the necessary disclosure. The disclosure actually provided by the defendants in this case was starkly deficient; among

other things, the package did not include the documents the plaintiffs were required to sign; the headlease was not

disclosed and was apparently expired such that the head tenant was overholding on a month-to-month basis; it failed

to mention the decision in another matter involving the defendants finding that the franchisor had committed a

statutory breach (although it did make reference to ongoing litigation); and information regarding other franchisees that

should have been disclosed was not fully disclosed. The package also contained no facts specific to the plaintiffs’

franchise location and no description of the plaintiffs’ exclusive territory. The plaintiffs were entitled to rescind the

franchise agreement under section 6(2) of the Act.

2147191 Ontario Inc. v. Springdale Pizza Depot Ltd., 2014 CCLG ¶25-506

Insurance Company Denied Order Enforcing Letter Rogatory Seeking To
Require Certain Ontario Residents To Produce Oral Testimony and
Documentation 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice, May 21, 2014

A fire occurred in a home (the “Home”) in the State of Michigan. The applicant, Safeco Insurance Company of America

(“Safeco”), a US insurance company, paid the homeowners under the terms of its fire policy. It then instituted product

liability proceedings in Michigan as a subrogating insurer against a Canadian corporation and one of its subsidiaries (the
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corporations are collectively referred to as “CPI”). Safeco’s allegations were that CPI was negligent in designing, and in

failing to provide sufficient warnings with respect to the flammability of, CPI’s decking products, which had been used

in the Home. The Michigan court issued a Letter Rogatory requesting the assistance of the Ontario Superior Court in

ordering the respondents, who were Ontario residents and not party to the Michigan litigation, to provide oral

testimony and documentary production in respect of Safeco’s product liability action in the Michigan court. The

respondents were former employees of CPI. Safeco applied to the Ontario Superior Court for an order enforcing the

Letter Rogatory.

The application was dismissed. Safeco’s affidavit material filed in support of its application was deficient in that it failed

to meet two requirements of rule 39.01(5) of the Rules of Civil Procedure. First, the affidavit material contained

statements of the deponent’s information and belief with respect to facts that were contentious, and, second, the

deponent failed to identify the source of the information with any particularity. In addition, Safeco’s evidence failed to

comply with the criteria governing requests for enforcement of a Letter of Request by a foreign court. The criteria

included that the evidence sought be relevant, that it not be otherwise available, that it be identified with reasonable

specificity, and that it not be unduly burdensome. There was no evidence that the documents sought even existed and

it appeared that counsel for CPI had advised that the documents had been destroyed. The uncontradicted evidence of

the respondents was that none of them had access to the records being sought by Safeco, and Safeco had failed to

meet the criteria for granting the application.

Safeco Insurance Company of America v. Cecan, 2014 CCLG ¶25-507

Sole Officer and Director Entitled to Payment of Amount Personally Paid
by Him into Court as Security for Corporation’s Costs 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice, April 9, 2014

John Serrago (“Serrago”) was the sole officer and director of the plaintiff, 962789 Ontario Limited (“962”). In 2003, 962

sued its landlord, Newmarket Plaza Limited, after the latter had locked it out of its premises for non-payment of rent.

962 was ordered to pay $15,000 as security for costs (the “Funds”), which Serrago paid personally. In 2006, judgment

was rendered in favour of 962 and in favour of the landlord on its counterclaim. No costs were awarded to either

party. In May 2012, 962 was dissolved. In July 2012, a writ of seizure and sale was issued in favour of the landlord, and

the Sheriff was instructed to demand and receive the Funds from the Accountant of the Superior Court of Justice in

order to enable the Funds to be distributed amongst 962’s execution creditors. The landlord was the sole execution

creditor of 962. A motion was brought for an order directing the Sheriff to demand and receive the Funds. Serrago

opposed the motion on the ground that he had personally paid the Funds on 962’s behalf, such that they belonged to

him. In February 2013, a motion judge ordered the Funds to be paid to the landlord, pursuant to the Creditors’ Relief

Act (the “CRA”). Serrago appealed.

The appeal was allowed. The issue was whether the Funds were being held in trust for Serrago personally or for 962’s

execution creditors. In Barclays Bank Ltd. v. Quistclose Investments Ltd., [1970] AC 567, funds were loaned to a

corporation for the express purpose of paying a dividend. The funds were deposited into a bank account, and the bank

used them to pay off a debit balance owing to it. The lender was granted judgment against the bank for the amount

of the funds deposited with it on the grounds that they were impressed with a trust for the purpose of paying the

dividend, they were not used for that purpose, and the bank knew of the trust. In Ontario (Training, Colleges and

Universities) v. Two Feathers Forest Products LP, 2013 ONCA 598 (“Two Feathers”), Feldman JA noted that on the issue

of intention to create a trust, it is not the intention of the lender, but the intention of both parties that is to be

considered. Applying the reasoning in Two Feathers, the conclusions were that: (a) Serrago advanced the Funds to 962

to fulfill a legal obligation of 962 to enable it to pursue its claim for damages against the landlord; (b) ownership of

the Funds did not change, and the Funds were not applied to pay any costs owing by 962, since no costs were

awarded against it; and (c) as between 962 and Serrago, a trust relationship existed, since there was certainty of

intention, subject matter, and objects. Section 23 of the CRA requires that funds belong to the execution debtor before

they become available for distribution to its creditors. The motion judge made a palpable and overriding error in respect

of ownership of the Funds, as they never belonged to the execution debtor and, as such, they should not be paid over

to the execution creditors. The motion judge’s order was set aside, and the Funds were ordered to be paid to Serrago or
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to such person as he directed.

962789 Ontario Limited v. Newmarket Plaza Limited, 2014 CCLG ¶25-508

Class Proceedings Not Stayed in Favour of Arbitration Proceedings 

Manitoba Court of Appeal, June 5, 2014

In class proceedings, the representative plaintiff, Briones, sought to recover certain payday loan fees that she alleged

were collected by the defendant National Money Mart Company (“Money Mart”) in contravention of: (a) the interest

provisions of section 347(1) of the Criminal Code; (b) the provisions of The Consumer Protection Act (the “CPA”); and

(c) the harsh or unconscionable transaction provisions of The Unconscionable Transactions Relief Act (the “UTRA”).

Briones also raised claims of unjust enrichment, constructive trust, restitution, and conspiracy. Money Mart moved for a

stay of the proceedings on the ground that Briones had entered into multiple written agreements requiring her to

mediate and/or arbitrate her disputes with Money Mart. In dismissing the motion, the motion judge reviewed and

applied Seidel v. TELUS Communications Inc., 2011 SCC 15 (“Seidel”), and concluded, in part, that: (a) through the

combined operation of sections 2, 3, and 4 of the UTRA, consumers have the right to seek relief in the Manitoba Court

of Queen’s Bench, notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary; and (b) although other claims were subject to the

arbitration clause in the contracts with Money Mart, they overlapped Briones’ claims under the UTRA and the CPA and

should not be dealt with in parallel proceedings. Money Mart appealed.

The appeal was dismissed. Money Mart argued that the motion judge failed to distinguish between a public interest

remedy, which was at issue in Seidel, and a private cause of action, which was the nature of Briones’ claim. The Court

held that courts have considered important both consumer protection legislation (such as the UTRA) and arbitration

provisions. However, sections 1 and 4 of the UTRA constitute a clear statement of legislative intent as to the overriding

jurisdiction of the Court of Queen’s Bench, despite any contract to the contrary providing for arbitration. The motion

judge was, therefore, correct in concluding that the Court of Queen’s Bench had exclusive jurisdiction over actions

under the UTRA to the exclusion of arbitration. Since the dispute in the present proceedings was under the UTRA, it fell

within section 7(2)(c) of The Arbitration Act as one that could not be the subject of arbitration under Manitoba law. In

addition, there was no reason to interfere with the motion judge’s discretionary refusal to grant a partial stay with

respect to the portion of the claim that was not subject to arbitration or mediation.

Briones v. National Money Mart Co., 2014 CCLG ¶25-509

Proposed Class Proceedings Against Certain Canadian Telecommunication
Corporations Respecting System Access Fees Denied Certification 

Supreme Court of British Columbia, June 5, 2014

The plaintiff applied for certification of a class proceeding against the defendants, which were telecommunications

companies providing wireless cellular telephone services. The plaintiff alleged that: (a) the defendants had represented

to consumers that the system access fees (“SAFs”) they charged were a tax, licence fee, or a recovery of a government

cost or fee; (b) a portion of the SAFs were actually used by the defendants to offset their own overhead expenses; and

(c) the practice of charging SAFs was a “deceptive act or practice” contrary to the provisions of the Business Practices

and Consumer Protection Act (the “BPCPA”). The plaintiff sought various forms of relief, including a declaration, a

permanent injunction, and restoration of funds acquired allegedly in violation of the BPCPA. In the alternative, the

plaintiff argued that the defendants had been unjustly enriched by collecting the SAFs and the SAFs were, therefore,

recoverable as money had and received. Following the decision in Seidel v. TELUS Communications Inc., 2011 SCC 15,

the plaintiff conceded that his claims for unjust enrichment and money had and received against certain defendants

should be stayed, since the contracts with those defendants contained enforceable arbitration clauses that precluded

those claims from going forward other than under section 172 of the BPCPA.

The application for certification was denied. The requirement in section 4(1)(a) of the Class Proceedings Act (the “CPA”)

that the pleadings disclose a cause of action is assessed on the same standard as on a motion to strike pleadings; that

is, the pleadings survive unless it is plain and obvious that the claim cannot succeed. If the plaintiff does not make out

a legal claim, there is no utility in a class proceeding (see MacFarlane v. United Parcel Service Canada Ltd., 2010 BCCA
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171). Section 5(1) of the BPCPA prohibits a supplier from engaging in a deceptive act or practice in respect of a

consumer transaction. In the present proceedings, each defendant was a “supplier” of a “consumer transaction”. A

“deceptive act or practice” is one that tends to lead a person astray into making an error of judgment (see The

Consumers’ Association of Canada v. Coca-Cola Bottling Company, 2007 BCCA 356). It was arguable that the phrase

“system access fee” had the capability of leading consumers to believe that the SAF was required to offset the

defendants’ costs paid to government for their licences. To the extent that the SAFs were used by the defendants for

other purposes, it was not plain and obvious that the plaintiff’s first claim concerning the capacity of the phrase

“system access fee” to deceive (“Claim One”) could not succeed. The plaintiff also alleged that there was a breach of

section 5 of the BPCPA in light of certain historical facts related to the SAFs (“Claim Two”). However, there was

no plea that the plaintiff or any other member of the putative class actually knew these historical facts, so Claim Two

disclosed no cause of action. In respect of the claim for a restorative order under section 172(3) of the BPCPA, the

remedy claimed was bound to fail, as a purely monetary claim cannot give rise to a restorative order under that

section, and, in this case, no foundation for the necessary proprietary nexus was pleaded. In respect of the claim of

unjust enrichment, to succeed in such a claim where the impugned enrichment itself was stipulated in the contract, the

plaintiff was required to prove that the contract was invalid, at least to the extent that it provided for the enrichment.

The plaintiff had not pled that the contracts were illegal or void. His claims for unjust enrichment and for money had

and received (which is a special case of unjust enrichment) were, therefore, bound to fail. Since Claim One did disclose

a cause of action, however, the other certification requirements in section 4(1) of the CPA required analysis. The

identification of the class respecting Claim One was not amenable to the requirements in section 4(1)(b) of the CPA,

since it was not possible to objectively identify the persons meeting the definition. An investigation would be required

to determine whether the individual purchased the services primarily for personal, family, or household purposes. The

proposed common issues relating to Claim One were unnecessarily complex, but with some redrafting, could meet the

common issue criteria in section 4(1)(c) of the CPA. The plaintiff did satisfy the representative plaintiff requirements of

section 4(1)(e) of the CPA and, although the Court noted a possible issue in terms of driving and funding the litigation,

it held that there was no need to deal with the issue in light of the Court’s other findings. A class proceeding was not

the preferable procedure for seeking a declaration or an injunction, as the plaintiff was doing in the present proceedings

(see Wakelam v. Johnson & Johnson, 2014 BCCA 36). Continuing the claim as an uncertified proceeding would provide

a full and effective redress for Claim One. Although the plaintiff had satisfied some elements of the test for

certification, the application was dismissed as a result of the failure to meet certain elements of the test.

Ileman v. Rogers Communications Inc., 2014 CCLG ¶25-510

Putative Bankrupt Not Entitled To Leave To Question Creditor on
Affidavit in Respect of Trustee’s Qualifications 

Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, June 13, 2014

In May 2011, Stella Prue (“Stella”), the mother of the putative bankrupt, Derek Prue (“Prue”), obtained a default

judgment against Prue and Skyrider Holdings Ltd. (“Skyrider”), of which Prue was the sole shareholder. Stella held a

mortgage against Prue’s home and two other properties and obtained an order confirming sale and vesting title in

foreclosure proceedings that she took against Prue’s residence. Phoebe Shen (“Shen”) opposed payment of the proceeds

to Stella, and Mr. Rimer (“Rimer”) acted on her behalf in that matter. Shen, who was an unsecured creditor of Skyrider,

petitioned Skyrider into bankruptcy. Rimer was her counsel in that matter. MNP Ltd. (“MNP”) was appointed as the

bankruptcy trustee for Skyrider, and MNP retained Rimer as its counsel in the bankruptcy proceedings of Skyrider. Stella

filed a claim as a secured creditor in the Skyrider bankruptcy. Shen also moved to petition Prue into bankruptcy, in

support of which she filed an affidavit (the “Affidavit”). Prue sought to question Shen on the Affidavit, in support of

which Stella filed an affidavit indicating that she did not trust Rimer or MNP to fairly evaluate the validity of her

mortgage. Shen sought a bankruptcy order against Prue. Many of the same creditors who appeared in the Skyrider

bankruptcy had claims against Prue personally and supported Shen’s motion to petition Prue into bankruptcy.

Prue’s application for leave was dismissed and Shen’s application for a bankruptcy order was granted. In Hryniak v.

Maudlin, 2014 SCC 7, the Supreme Court noted that undue process with unnecessary expense and delay can prevent

the fair and just resolution of disputes. MNP met the statutory qualifications to act as Prue’s trustee in bankruptcy. In

addition, it was not possible that there would be a surplus in Prue’s bankruptcy estate; as such, he had no standing

under section 14.04 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act to ask for the removal of the trustee (see Weddell (Re), 2012
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ABQB 84). If any person had the right to challenge Shen’s nomination of MNP as the bankruptcy trustee, it would

presumably be Stella, but she did not do this. The general rule is that the nominee of the petitioning creditor should be

appointed as the trustee pending the first meeting of creditors (see Confederation Treasury Services (Re) (1995), 37 CBR

(3d) 237 (Ont. Sup. Ct.)). The Court noted that “the only situation in which a court would be justified, on the basis of

partiality, in removing a nominee trustee or a trustee who has not yet started to act is where the court is satisfied

that the trustee could not, in the circumstances, act impartially.” There was evidence that MNP had taken steps to

ensure that a lawyer unconnected with Rimer would make an assessment of Stella’s mortgage. There is a benefit to

appointing a trustee who is already knowledgeable about the background to a bankruptcy, and there was no basis not

to appoint MNP. Shen had established that Prue was a bankrupt, and that the order for which she had applied should

be granted.

Derek Prue (Re), 2014 CCLG ¶25-511

Appellants Denied Leave To Sue Receiver Nunc Pro Tunc

Court of Appeal of Alberta, June 13, 2014

In February 2002, a receiver was appointed by the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench (the “Alberta Court”) for, among

others, the estate of Hegco Canada Inc., of which Hegco Inc. (“Hegco”) is a wholly owned subsidiary. The Alberta Court

ordered that no legal proceedings could be taken against the receiver without leave. In May 2002, a US Bankruptcy

Court in Oklahoma issued an ancillary order, which similarly enjoined proceedings against the receiver without leave of

the Alberta Court or the US Bankruptcy Court. In September 2002, the receiver obtained the Alberta Court’s approval

for Hegco to purchase certain oil and gas properties in Oklahoma (the “Properties”), and in June 2003, the Alberta

Court approved the receiver’s proposal for Hegco to sell the Properties to Little Bear Resources LLC (“Little Bear”),

subject to permitted encumbrances. In October 2004, BLX Inc. (“BLX”) and Blue Steel Investments LLC (“Blue Steel”)

filed proofs of claim with the receiver. BLX alleged that it had a two per cent overriding royalty interest in the

Properties that had been granted to it in 1997. Blue Steel alleged that it had acquired a right of first refusal over the

Properties. The receiver disallowed both BLX’s and Blue Steel’s proofs of claim. In 2006, Little Bear obtained from an

Oklahoma court summary judgment granting it quiet title to the Properties on the grounds that the Alberta Court had

approved the sale of the Properties to Little Bear and that the assets acquired by Little Bear included the two per cent

overriding royalty interest claimed by BLX. BLX, Blue Steel, and Rodney Babb (the “Appellants”) sued the receiver in

Oklahoma (the “Oklahoma Action”). The Appellants, however, did not obtain leave from the Alberta Court to bring the

Oklahoma Action, so they applied to the Alberta Court for such leave nunc pro tunc. Their application was refused by

a chambers judge. The chambers judge concluded that: (a) BLX’s and Blue Steel’s claims in the Oklahoma Action were

brought out of time; (b) the test for obtaining leave nunc pro tunc was not satisfied; and (c) there would be prejudice

to the receiver and to unsecured creditors were the Appellants permitted to sue the receiver in respect of the sale to

Little Bear. The Appellants appealed.

The appeal was dismissed. The Appellants, through the Oklahoma Action, were attempting, very late in the day, to

advance a collateral attack on the proof of claim process. The Court of Appeal noted that: (i) the Appellants’ claims

had been asserted and disallowed by the receiver; (ii) the receiver had sought court approval for its actions; (iii) the

Appellants had received notice of the receiver’s applications for court approval; (iv) the orders approving the receiver’s

course of action were not appealed; and (v) funds had been distributed. The chambers judge had made no palpable and

overriding error in finding that the receiver would be prejudiced if the court were to grant leave nunc pro tunc to sue

the receiver.

Blue Steel Investments LLC v. Hegco Canada Inc., 2014 CCLG ¶25-512
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